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KEY FEATURES
 > Unique technology to bond UV-curable inks, creating a 
strong interface between ink and film.

 > The stronger bonds enable thicker ink layers with greater 
scratch-resistance. 

 > Increased productivity, allowing higher converting speeds 
(up to 4x faster than alternative top coats). 

 > Premium look enhancing shelf appeal as a result of 
outstanding ink adhesion. 

 > Improved shelf appeal can be realized across a wide 
range of printing techniques:
 » UV Flexo
 » Offset
 » Thermal Transfer
 » Laser
 » Screen
 » Solvent gravure
 » UV Inkjet
 » Xeikon

 > Excellent printable surface for a wide variety of thermal 
transfer ribbons.

 > Safe to be used in all food contact applications.

Topcoat technology plays a vital role in the appearance 
and durability of product labels, while the composition 
and thickness of topcoats play a major role in 
determining printing speeds.

FOOD APPROVAL
A leading food packaging consultancy firm, Adfopack, has 
concluded that Avery Dennison’s TC7007 topcoat is in 
compliance with Regulation (EC) No 1935/2004 and is safe 
to be used in all food contact applications.  Together with 
Avery Dennison’s portfolio of food compliant adhesives and 
face materials, TC7007 provides customers with a wide 
variety of food approved filmic label solutions - both rigid 
and conformable. 

TC7007 Topcoat - food approved 
for conformable and rigid films
Create a premium look with outstanding ink adhesion 
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Europe
Willem Einthovenstraat 11
2342 BH Oegstgeest
The Netherlands
+31 85 000 2000

South Asia Pacific and 
Sub-Saharan Africa
460 Alexandra Road 
#28-02/03
Singapore 119963
+65 6430 7000

North Asia
5th Floor, Hongye Park 
1801 Hongmei Road, 
Xuhui District 200233, 
Shanghai, China 
+86 21 33951888

Latin America
Rodovia Vinhedo-
Viracopos, KM 77
CEP 13280-000
Vinhedo - SP, Brazil
+55 19 3876-7600

North America
8080 Norton Pkwy
Mentor, OH 44060
800.944.8511
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Product Code Product Description MOQ (SQM) Lead Time (EX WORKS)

Fully conformable films

AF187 PE85 Top Clear - S692N - BG40WH

AF186 PE85 Top White - S692N - BG40WH

Semi Conformable Films 

AO376 Global MDO Top Clear - S7000 - PET23

AU005 Global MDO Top Clear - S7000 - BG40WH

AO377 Global MDO Top White - S7000 - PET23

AU006 Global MDO Top White - S7000 - BG40WH

Rigid films

AP480 PP40 Top Clear - S7000 - PET23

AR107 PP50 Top Clear - S7000 - PET23

AU310 PP50 Top Clear - S7000 - PET30

AT476 PP50 Top Clear - S7000 - BG40WH

AX150 PP60 Top Clear - S4000 - PET30

AL539 PP60 Top Clear - S692N - BG40WH

AR823 PP 40 Cavit Top White - S7000 - PET23

AQ849 PP40 Cavit Top White - S692N - BG40WH

AS540 PP50 Cavit Top White - S7000 - PET23

AS539 PP50 Top White - S7000 - PET23

AT740 PP50 Top White - S7000 - BG40WH

AL597 PP60 Top White - S692N - BG40WH

DISCLAIMER - All Avery Dennison statements, technical information and recommendations are based on tests believed to be reliable but do not constitute a guarantee or warranty. All 
Avery Dennison products are sold with the understanding that purchaser has independently determined the suitability of such products for its purposes. All Avery Dennison’s products are sold 
subject to Avery Dennison’s general terms and conditions of sale, see http://terms.europe.averydennison.com

©2017 Avery Dennison Corporation. All rights reserved. Avery Dennison and all other Avery Dennison brands, this publication, its content, product names and codes are owned by Avery Dennison 
Corporation. All other brands and product names are trademarks of their respective owners. This publication must not be used, copied or reproduced in whole or in part for any purposes other than 
marketing by Avery Dennison. EN
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